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Abstract

The  consumption  of  ω-3  polyunsaturated  fatty  acids  (PUFA)  from fish  oil  is 
recommended  to  prevent  arrhythmias  and  reduce  risk  of  sudden  cardiac  death.  PUFA 
modulate activity of various cardiac ion channels. 

The models of electrical activity of the heart based on mathematical formulation 
are a part of the efforts to improve the understanding and prediction of heart behaviour. 
The ion channels gating models are a basic part of models of cardiac electrical activity. The 
human slowly activated delayed rectifier potassium channel (IKs) is a key contributor to 
ventricle repolarization. 

The goal of this study is to determine the effects of PUFA on IKs. Further it aims to 
predict  the effects of PUFA induced alteration in IKs on the ventricular action potential 
(AP).  Eicosapentaenoic  acid  (EPA)  and  docosahexaenoic  acid  (DHA)  were  used  to 
perform the experiments.

The Markov chain formulation of ion channel models constitutes an important 
improvement and is able to adequately describe the kinetic behaviour of the channel. The 
IKs Markovian model involves 17 conformation states and 15 parameters. This model was 
used to simulate the data obtained from voltage clamp experiment. The parameters of the 
model were identified using Nelder-Mead simplex method.

The main results are the following. Acute exposure to PUFA increased IKs and 
augment the time constant. The Chronic exposure reduced IKs. Incorporating the identified 
model to human ventricle cell  model caused AP prolongation in the Chronic case. The 
Acute EPA exposure caused AP shortening. The Acute DHA had no significant effect to AP 
in ten Tusscher et al. model and caused AP shortening in O'Hara et al. model. The Grandi 
et al. model was insensitive to IKs modifications.

In conclusion the underlying mechanism of PUFA is very complex. Effects on the 
IKs and AP is may have proarrhythmic as well as antiarrhythmic consequences. Thus, the 
advice  to  increase  the  intake  of  PUFA  should  be  adjusted  with  respect  to 
pathophysiological setting of individual patient.
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Resumen

El consumo de ácidos grasos omega-3 poliinsaturados (PUFA) que se encuentran 
en general en los pescados, es recomendado para prevenir y disminuir el riesgo de muerte 
súbita. Se ha comprobado que los PUFA modifican la actividad de diversos canales iónicos 
del corazón.

Los  modelos  de  la  actividad  eléctrica  del  corazón  basado  en  la  formulación 
matemática  hacen  parte  de  los  esfuerzos  realizados  para  mejorar  la  comprensión  y 
predicción del comportamiento del corazón. Los modelos de los canales iónicos forman la 
base de los modelos de la actividad eléctrica cardíaca. Tal es el caso del canal humano de 
potasio  rectificador  retardado  de  activación  lenta  (IKs)  que  es  un  factor  clave  en  la 
repolarización ventricular.

El objetivo de este estudio es determinar los efectos de los PUFA en los canales 
IKs.  Además se pretende predecir los efectos inducidos de los PUFA en los IKs sobre el 
potencial de acción (PA) ventricular. En este estudio, el ácido eicosapentaenoico (EPA) y el 
ácido  docosahexaenoico  (DHA)  se  utilizaron  para  realizar  diversos  protocolos 
experimentales.

La  cadena  de  Markov,  constituye  una  mejora  importante  de  los  modelos  de 
canales iónicos y es capaz de describir  adecuadamente el  comportamiento cinético del 
canal.  El modelo de Markov del canal IKs incluye a 17 estados conformacionales y 15 
parámetros. Este modelo fue utilizado para simular los datos obtenidos de los experimentos 
de  voltage  clamp.  Los  parámetros  del  modelo  fueron  identificados  por  el  método  de 
Nelder-Mead.

Los principales resultados obtenidos fueron los siguientes: La exposición aguda 
de los PUFA aumenta la corriente de IKs y la constante de tiempo. La exposición crónica 
reduce la IKs. La incorporación del modelo identificado del canal de IKs al modelo celular 
del ventrículo humano, causa prolongación de la duración del potencial de acción en el 
caso crónico. La exposición aguda de EPA causa acortamiento de la duración del potencial 
de acción en el modelo de O´Hara et al. El modelo de Grandi et al, fue insensible a las 
modificaciones de la IKs.

En conclusión, el mecanismo subyacente de ácidos grasos poliinsaturados es muy 
complejo.  Los efectos  sobre la  IKs y  la  duración del  potencial  de acción  pueden tener 
consecuencias proarrítmicas, así como antiarrítmicas. Por lo tanto, el consejo de aumentar 
la ingesta de PUFA debe ser ajustada con respecto a la situación fisiopatológica de cada 
paciente.
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Abstrakt

Pro snížení rizika arytmií a náhlého srdečního úmrtí je doporučována konzumace 
ω-3 více nenasycených mastných kyselin (PUFA) obsažených v rybím tuku. PUFA mají 
vliv na činnost celé řady iontových kanálů vyskytujících se v lidském srdci.

Modelování  elektrické  srdeční  aktivity  na  základě  matematické  formulace 
elektrofyziologické funkce srdce je součástí snahy o lepší pochopení a předvídání srdeční 
činnosti. Základem těchto modelů jsou modely iontových kanálů. Pomalu aktivovaný kanál 
draslíku IKs je klíčovým kanálem repolarizačního proudu v lidských srdečních komorách. 

Cílem této studie je určit vliv PUFA na IKs a modelování účinků těchto změn na 
akční  potenciál  (AP)  buněk  srdečních  komor.  V  této  studii  byl  zkoumán  vliv 
ekosapentaenové kyseliny (EPA) a dokosahexaenové kyseliny.

Modely  založené  na  Markovově  řetězci  představují  významný  pokrok  ve 
vysvětlení  funkce  iontových  kanálů  a  jejich  kinetických  vlastností.  Markovův  model 
kanálu IKs zahrnuje 17 stavů a 15 parametrů, které popisují přechody mezi jednotlivými 
stavy. Tento model byl použit pro simulaci dat získaných z pokusů provedených metodou 
voltage  clamp.  Parametry  modelů  byly  určeny  pomocí  algoritmu  vynalezeného  autory 
Nelder a Mead.

Výsledky této studie jsou následující. Akutní aplikace PUFA způsobuje zvýšení IKs 

a  časové  konstanty.  Chronická  aplikace  má  za  důsledek  snížení  IKs.  Implementace 
identifikovaného  modelu  IKs do  modelu  lidské  komory  způsobuje  prodloužení  AP při 
simulaci  účinků  chronické  aplikace  ve  všech testovaných modelech.  V případě  účinků 
akutní aplikace EPA je důsledkem zkrácení AP. Akutní aplikace DHA nemá podle modelu 
ten Tuschera a kol. významný vliv na AP a způsobuje zkrácení AP podle modelu O'Hara a 
kol. Model Grandi a kol. není citlivý ke změnám velikosti IKs.

Účinky  PUFA jsou  velmi  komplexním jevem.  Vliv  na  IKs a  AP může  mít  za 
důsledek jak potlačení arytmií tak jejich vyvolávání. Z tohoto důvodu je nutné přizpůsobit 
doporučení o příjmu PUFA s ohledem na individuální patofyziologický stav jednotlivých 
pacientů.
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1 Introduction

The human heart must beat 80 times a minute. With every contraction the blood is 
pumped into the body in order to provide oxygen and nutrients to every cell. Heart function 
disorders  leads  to  serious  problems.  According to  World Health  Organization,  globally 
more people die from cardiovascular disease than for any other cause. In 2004 more than 
17.7  million  people  died  from heart  dysfunction,  accounting  for  30% of  deaths.  It  is 
estimated that in 2030 it will be 23.6 million people.

A good comprehension of the function of the heart can improve the health and 
prevent  disease.  Especially,  efforts  should  be  put  to  describe  the  influence  of  diverse 
drugs(1–5) and  compounds  which  form  human  diet(6–10).  Health  care  should  be 
personalized  to  each patient  with  respect  to  his  state,  genetic  predisposition  and other 
factors.  This  way  it  would  be  possible  to  improve  the  quality  of  life  of  patients  and 
decrease the number of deaths from cardiovascular diseases. The cardiac modelling is one 
of the tools used to study the heart function. 

The mechanism of heart contraction is very complex. The control of its activity is 
not conscious but is driven by the conduction system of the heart, and the contraction is 
tightly  coupled  with  electrophysiology.  The  underlying  mechanisms  of  the  electro-
mechanical coupling are not yet fully understood.

The electrical activity of the heart can be studied at several levels. The base level 
is the molecular one. In the cell bilipid membrane are incorporated a variety of types of 
proteins. Some of them are permeable to ions. These are denoted as ion channels. Every 
type of ion channel is selective to a specific type of ions. The permeability of the majority 
of channels depends on the membrane potential. There are several types of channels. The 
most important are the sodium (Na+), potassium (K+) and calcium (Ca+2) channels. 

The  channels  are  voltage-gated,  meaning  that  depending  on  the  membrane 
potential the probability of channels to be in the open or close state changes. In the open 
state ions can pass through the channel driven by the electrical  gradient,  concentration 
gradient or both. When the cell is electrically stimulated the membrane potential changes. 
If this change reaches a threshold the cell is rapidly depolarized and then repolarized. This 
phenomenon is called action potential (AP).

In  the  cardiac  tissue  the  cells  are  connected  by  gap  junctions.  Through  gap 
junctions the stimulus can pass from one cell to the near-by cells. In this way the whole 
heart can be depolarized. In the heart there are also isles of tissue which are depolarizing 
spontaneously. The most important one is the sinoatrial node which has the pacing function 
in the heart.

At the macroscopic level the electrical activity of heart can be registered on the 
surface of the body. The name of this technique is Electrocardiography (ECG). The ECG 
were  registered  and described in  the  beginning  of  the  20th century  by  the  Nobel  Prize 
laureate Willem Einthoven.

The approach in this work is to describe mathematically the physiological and 
anatomical reality of the cardiac cell. With the advantages of computational technology it 
is easier than ever before to simulate the behaviour of the cardiac channel, cell, tissue or 
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even of the whole heart. This computational approach can help to understand how the heart 
works. Recently models of cardiac cells of experimental animals cells were published as a 
mouse model  by Kharche at  al.(11),  dog model by Hund at al(12) or rabbit  model by 
Shannon at al.(13). Also various human cell models were developed(14–16).

The  consumption  of  fish  has  beneficial  effect  to  the  heart  function  due  to 
polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA)(6–8; 17; 18). The PUFA shorten human AP (8; 9; 19; 
20) by  influencing  other  cardiac  channels. To  simulate  these  effects  is  necessary 
understand  the  effect  on  each  of  the  cardiac  ion  channel.  This  work  is  focused  on 
simulation of the influence of the polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) on the IKs channel.

Experimental  data  for  this  work  were  obtained from another  lab  (Instituto  de 
Investigaciones  Biomédicas  “Alberto  Sols”  CSIC-UAM,  Madrid,  Spain)(21).  The  data 
were obtained from voltage-clamp experiments on cells transfected with a gene coding IKs 

channel  (KCNQ1-KCNE1).  Measurements were performed after  Acute and Chronic 48 
hours  lasting  exposure  to  eicosapentaenoic  acid  (EPA)  and  Acute  exposure  to 
docosahexaenoic acid (DHA).

The experimental data were used as a target in parameter identification of the 17 
states  Markov  chain  model  proposed  by  Silva  and  Rudy(22).  Nelder-Mead  simplex 
algorithm(23) was used to estimate 15 parameters of the model. The ordinary differential 
equation (ODE) solver was used to get stable solution. The appropriate parameter set was 
identified  for  each case.  Further,  it  also included the  altered  model  of  IKs into  human 
ventricular models.

1.1 Effects of ω3 Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids on Cardiac Cells

The function of the heart is influenced by drugs but also by compounds in food. 
The American Heart Association recommends consuming two portions of fish every week, 
especially  fish  rich  in  ω-3  polyunsaturated  fatty  acids  (PUFA).  The  hypothesis  of  the 
beneficial effects of fish oil was established after observing that the Eskimos which have 
diet rich on fish don't suffer of sudden cardiac death. Interestingly, further investigations 
have described contrary effects in patients with angina pectoris(8; 17).

Omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty  acids  (ω3-PUFA) constitute  several  unsaturated 
fatty acids. These acids are essential for normal growth and good health. The alimentary 
source of ω3-PUFA is mainly fish but in small range they are also in other types of meat,  
eggs, algae, nuts and other sources. The benefit of ω3-PUFA to health has been a subject of 
many  studies.  They  described  anti-cancer  effects(18;  24;  25) ,  positive  effect  on 
neurology(26) and immune function, but the main benefit of PUFA is on the heart (6–10; 
19; 20; 27–29). EPA and DHA are considered as the ω3-PUFA with the most benefit to the 
heart.

The action of PUFA in cardiac cell  depends on the duration of exposure.  The 
effects of PUFA are summarised in Table 1.
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ω3-PUFA Acute Chronic

Membrane currents

INa Reduction(30–32) Unchanged(33; 34)

ICaL Reduction(35; 36) Reduction(33)

IK Reduction(37) Not reported(33)

IKr Reduction(6) Unchanged(33)

IKs Increase(38) Increase(33)

IK1 Unchanged(37) Increase(34)

Ito1 Reduction(39–41) Unchanged(33)

INXC Reduction(42) Reduction

Calcium homeostatic

Resting [Ca2+]i Reduction(43; 44) Unchanged(33; 45)

[Ca2+] transient Reduction(36; 43) Unchanged(33)

Sarcoplasmic  reticulum 
Ca2+ content

Increase(44; 46; 47) Unchanged(45)

Spontaneous Ca2+ release Reduction(43; 44; 46) Not reported

Ca2+ sparks Reduction(36; 44) Not reported

Ryanodine receptors Reduction(46; 48) Not reported

Table 1: Summary of effects of PUFA to current densities and Ca+2 handling (8).

1.1.1 Experimental Data – PUFA Modulation of IKs 

The  experimental  data  set  was  kindly  provided  by  Carmen  Valenzuela,  Ph.D. 
(Instituto de Investigaciones Biomédicas “Alberto Sols” CSIC-UAM, Madrid, Spain)(21).

The experiments were performed on African green monkey kidney-derivated cell 
line.  The  cells  were  transfected  with  human  gen  coding  IKs (KCNQ1 - KCNE1).  The 
experiments were performed in control condition, and in presence of EPA and DHA PUFAs 
both  in  concentration  of  20 μmol/l.  The  available  measurements  were  performed  after 
Acute and Chronic (48 hours lasting) exposure. 

The  membrane  currents  measurements  were  performed  using  patch-clamp 
technique with aphotericin B-perforated patch configuration(3; 49). The Axopatch 200B 
amplifier was used to record the currents. Currents were filtered at 1 kHz by 4-pole Bessel 
filter and sampled at 2 kHz. Capacitance and serial resistance were digitally compensated. 
The measurements were performed at room temperature (21-23ºC).

Three current-voltage (I-V) protocols were used. In all protocols the cells were 
held  at  holding  potential  of  -80 mV  for  a  duration  of  25 s.  This  allowed  complete 
deactivation of the IKs channel. Then the currents were measured under various values of 
depolarizing voltage (testing potential) for a duration of 5.5 s or 12.5 s. The potential of 
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-40 mV was  applied  after  the  depolarizing  pulse  to  perform the  repolarization  current 
measurement.

The experimental data are presented as the mean current traces. Figure  1 shows 
the I-V multiple-traces for all four cases. 

Figure 1: Mean experimental traces in response to the I-V protocol.

The 5.5 s pulses from holding potential of-80 mV to test potential in range of -80mV to  
60mV followed by repolarization to -40mV were applied in steps of 10 mV (panel A, inset).  
A) Control current traces (n=9) B) Acute DHA (n=4) C) Acute EPA (n=5) and D) Chronic  
EPA (n=4).

The test  potential  was applied  for  the duration of  5.5 s.  The value of  the  test 
potential ranged from -80 mV to the highest value of 60 mV in steps of 10 mV. The tail 
current was recorded for a duration of 0.25 s. The measurement was performed in Control 
condition and after Acute DHA, Acute EPA and Chronic 48 hours lasting EPA exposure. 
The higher testing potential value corresponds to the higher current value. The depolarizing 
current increased monotonically in all cases. There was no inactivation during test pulse. 
The depolarization was slow. The repolarization decreased monotonically.
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The short single traces are shown in figure 2. The data are presented as the mean 
current traces. The cells were held at the potential of -80 mV. Than the 60 mV test potential 
was applied for a duration of 5.5 s. The tail current was recorded for a duration of 2 s at the 
potential  of  -40 mV.  The  short  single  trace measurements  were  performed  in  Control 
condition, after Acute DHA, Acute EPA and after Chronic 48 hours lasting EPA exposure.

Figure 2: Mean experimental traces in response to short depolarizing protocol.

Single  5.5 s  pulse  is  applied  from holding potential  of  -80 mV to  60 mV followed by  
repolarization to -40 mV (panel A, inset). A) Control (n=23) B) Acute DHA (n=11) C)  
Acute EPA (n=12) and D) Chronic EPA (n=4).

The long depolarizing single traces current is shown in figure  3. The data are 
presented  as  the  mean current  traces.  As  in  previous  protocols  cells  were  held  on the 
potential of -80 mV. Then the 60 mV test potential was applied for a duration of 12.5 s. The 
relatively  long  duration  of  the  depolarization  helps  to  reveal  slow  kinetics  of  the  IKs 

channel. The tail current was recorded for a duration of 2 s at the potential of -40 mV. Long 
single trace measurements were performed in Control condition and after Acute DHA and 
Acute EPA exposure. There are no data for Chronic EPA exposure.
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Figure 3: Mean experimental traces in response to long depolarizing protocol.

Single 12.5 s pulse is applied from holding potential of -80 mV to 60 mV followed by  
repolarization to -40 mV (panel A, inset). A) Control (n=9) B) Acute DHA (n=4) C) Acute  
EPA (n=5). There is no 12.5 s trace for the Chronic EPA.

1.2 Cardiac Modelling

The  understanding  of  heart  function  and  of  the  mechanisms  underlying  its 
disorders is fundamental for effective treatment. In this framework the cardiac modelling 
studies help to describe the heart function.

The  computational  models  of  human  heart  are  well  established  tool  for  the 
research for a number of reasons. First, obtaining human myocytes for electrophysiology 
experiments is complicated. Second, the animal myocytes used for experiments may have 
different  features.  Finally,  computational  modelling  provides  information  which  in 
experimental  observation  would  be  inaccessible  or  their  acquisition  would  be  very 
technically challenging.

To reproduce the AP propagation in the heart we need the integration of diverse 
models. The anatomical model provide information about the shape of the heart and tissue 
model define location of different types of cardiac cells. In particular, there are three basic 
types  of  cells  in  myocardial  wall,  which  may  differ  significantly  in  specific  current 
densities. Epicardial cells form the outside part of the heart wall.  Endocardial cells are 
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located inside the heart. The interstitial space is filled by M cells. Auto-stimulated cells are 
responsible for the pace making of the heart. The most important of them are located in the 
sinoatrial node. 

Fibre orientation is another very important feature which is incorporated in the 
geometry model. The propagation is not spatially homogeneous but it differs depending on 
the diffusion. This aspect is conditioned by the orientation of the tissue fibres and gap-
junctions between cells. The geometry and tissue models are based on advanced image 
acquisition techniques like computed tomography (CT),  magnetic resonance (MRI) and 
diffusion tensor MRI (DT-MRI).

The simulations of whole heart are very time-demanding. The simulation of few 
seconds of heart activity would require years of simulation on current PC. The code is 
usually  divided  between  various  processing  units  and  the  computation  is  done  in 
parallel(50). The complexity of 3D whole heart model requires more assumption which 
leads to uncertainties on the result. The cell model may facilitate the model validation. One 
dimensional and two dimensional models could give us basic idea about the heart tissue 
behaviour with the advantage of lower cost on the computational capacity. 

1.2.1 Models of Human Ventricular Cell: Basal Models and Pacing 
Behaviour

The computational models implement a mathematical description of the cell and 
its subunits. The model is usually based on a system of ODEs. The models also count with 
the spatial dimensions, cellular organelles, and other aspects of the cellular environment. 
The goal of the cell model is to simulate the electrical behaviour of the cell. The validation 
of cell  model  could be done against  single cell  experiments which are easy to  obtain. 
Together with the models of tissue the cell and heart geometry, they provide tool to study 
the mechanisms of the life-threatening arrhythmias.

1.2.2 Models of Ion Channels

The cell membrane is a bilipid layer separating the intracellular and extracellular 
space.  The  intracellular  and  extracellular  spaces  have  different  ion  concentrations. 
Alteration of ionic concentrations out of the physiological limits may lead to modifications 
of AP that can result in arrhythmias(51–53). Changes in ion concentration are usual in 
patients with alteration of renal function who have to undergo hemodialysis(54).

Na+ and  Ca+2 concentrations  are  higher  outside  of  the  cell  while  the  K+ 

concentration is higher inside of the cell. These concentration differences are maintained 
by the sodium-potassium pump which uses the energy from adenosine triphosphate (ATP). 
In  the  steady-state  condition  the  potential  of  the  membrane  is  about  -80 mV.  This  is 
denominated resting potential.  In the cellular membrane are incorporated large proteins 
molecules which can be selectively permeable to some types of ions. Such proteins are 
called ion channels. 

Figure 4 shows the schema of the cell membrane from the electric point of view. 
The permeability of ion channels depends on the membrane potential and others factors. 
When the cell potential increase (becoming less negative) the Na+ channel becomes open 
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(activated). By the concentration and potential gradient the Na+ ions flow rapidly into the 
cell. This Na+ influx makes a membrane potential more positive which inactivate the Na+ 

channel.  The  increasing  membrane  potential  activates  the  potassium  channel  and  the 
outflow of K+ tends to repolarize the cellular membrane back to the resting potential. This 
mechanism of depolarization and repolarization is denoted as action potential (AP). 

Figure 4: Electrical scheme of cell model.

The scheme represents the electrophysiological model of the cell membrane. The Cm is the  
capacitance of the membrane. The conductance of  the ionic channel is  represented by  
g(t,V). The conductance depends on time t and membrane potential V. The electrochemical  
gradient  driving  is  represented  by  E.  In  the  model  are  represented  three  main  ionic  
currents- Ca+2 current ICa, Na+ current INa, K+ current IK. The IL represents leakage current  
which  is  a  summary  of  effects  of  other  minor  currents.  The  current  source  Ip is  a  
representation of pumps and exchangers.(55)

The gating  mechanisms of  the  ion  channels  were  discovered  by Hodgkin and 
Huxley in 1952(55). They studied various types of channels of squid giant axon. They 
described the underlying mechanism of AP by the differential  equations. They induced 
model of ion channel based on voltage-gated activation and inactivation gates. The open 
probability of the activation gate increases with increasing membrane potential. The open 
probability of inactivation gate decreases with increasing membrane potential. The specific 
channel properties can be reached by combinations of a number independent activation and 
inactivation gates.  This model is  widely used in cardiac cell  models but  it  has several 
limitation in reproducing some features of ion channels. This can be resolved by another 
type of model which is denoted Markov chain model.

Markov chain is a mathematical system that can change its state from one state to 
other in a chain-like manner(56). The probability of the transition does not depend on the 
previous state of the system. It is named after the Russian mathematician Andrey Markov 
(1856 - 1922). This system is widely used in a number of application as a statistical model. 
The states may be linked to the molecular dynamics of the channel(57).
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Ca+2 plays an important role in muscular cells because it drives the contraction of 
the cell. The Ca+2 specific channel is present in the muscular cells. The Ca+2 concentration 
is higher in extracellular space. The sarcoplasmic reticulum provides an intracellular Ca+2 

reserve.  During  AP  the  Ca+2 flow  inside  the  muscular  cell.  Increasing  intracellular 
concentration  of  Ca+2 induces  the  release  of  the  sarcoplasmic  Ca+2.  When  the  Ca+2 

concentration increases, the cell is contracted. 

1.2.3 Arrhythmogenic Mechanisms

Sudden  cardiac  death  arises  from arrhythmias.  The  two  main  arrhythmogenic 
mechanisms  are  triggered  activity  and  reentry. The  probability  of  suffer  arrhythmias 
increase during myocardial ischemia(58; 59). The benefit of PUFA depends on underlying 
mechanism of the pathology.

The triggered activity is abnormalities in the impulse initiation (Figure  5, panel 
a,b). They usually arise from early and delayed after depolarizations (EAD and DAD). 
EAD occurs in slow cardiac rhythm when AP is prolonged. In this case the depolarizing 
currents that were inactivated in the beginning of AP are activated again making arise the 
potential. The EAD can lead to a particular tachycardia named Torsade des Pointes because 
of its characteristic appearance on ECG. The clinical treatment is AP shortening.

The DAD occurs in the rapid cardiac rhythm when intracellular Ca+2 is elevated. 
That leads to overcharging of intracellular organelle named sarcoplasmic reticulum. The 
sarcoplasmic reticulum drives the muscular contraction. When the overcharging occurs it 
can not sustain Ca+ and releases it in an incorrect instant. That increases the potential. If the 
threshold is reached it may initiate AP propagation end reentry. The DAD are treated by AP 
shortening,  slowing  heart  rate,  reducing  Ca+ concentration  and  decreasing  cardiac 
excitability.

Figure 5: Arrhythmia mechanisms.

a) and b) show triggered activity.  Blue lines  denoted the pathological  AP.  Green lines  
denotes  the  difference  between  pathological  and physiological  AP.  a)  DAD may arise  
during rapid cardiac rhythms when the Ca+ concentration is elevated. b) EAD may arise  
when AP is prolonged during slow cardiac rhythm. c), d) and e) show reentry mechanism.  
The normal conduction c) starts in sinus node end ends after repolarizing whole heart.  
After unidirectional block which is shown on panel d) the impulse may lead to re-entrant  
auto-maintained circuits shown on panel e).

The  second  group  of  arrhythmias  are  the  reentrant  arrhythmias  due  to 
unidirectional block (Figure 5, c, d, e). In normal heart the impulse is generated in the sinus 
node. The impulse ends after depolarizing whole heart. After an unidirectional block of the 
impulse the same impulse may continue to re-excite the heart tissue. That may occur when 
the conduction velocity is slow and refractory period is short.
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The interventions aimed to treat arrhythmia differ depending on its mechanism. 
Actions  leading to  treat  one type of arrhythmia may be pro-arrhythmic in  arrhythmias 
caused by other  mechanism. For this  reason is  very important  to  know the underlying 
mechanism in each case.

1.3 The KCNE1-KCNQ1 Channel, IKs Current, and Its Models

The IKs is the slowly activated delayed rectifier potassium channel which plays 
important role in the cardiac cell repolarization. The malfunction of IKs channel leads to 
arrhythmias(60).  IKs is  even more  important  in  the  case  of  drug stimulaton(4) or  gene 
mutations(61; 62). Moreover, the IKs can sustain repolarization in case of dysfunction of 
other K+ channels.

The concentration of K+ in the intracellular space of the living cells is higher than 
in the extracellular space. This difference tends to be equilibrated by the releasing of K+ 

into extracellular space. The release is driven by the concentration gradient. Another force 
which causes release of K+ is based on the potential gradient. The resting potential of the 
cell is normally about -80 mV. Since the ions of K+ carry positive charge they tend to move 
outside. There are various type of channels selective to K+ (IK, IK1, IKr, IKs).

Figure 6 shows a Hodgkin-Huxley type model of IKs. There are two independent 
activation  gates  and  no inactivation  gate  in  this  model(63;  64).  There  were  used  also 
models with three identical activation gates in some studies(65). The model in Figure 6 is 
described by the Equation 1 (64).

I Ks=GKs⋅(1+
0.6

1+(3.8⋅10−5

[Ca2
] )

1.4 )⋅x s1⋅xs2⋅(V m−EK )
 Equation 1

Where GKs represent the conductance of IKs channels when are all open. The Vm 

represent the membrane potential and EK is the Nerst potential of K+ which depend on the 
intra  and  extracellular  concentration  of  the  K+.  The  difference  between  Vm –  EK  is 
denominated driving force. The xs1 and xs2 variables describing the gating mechanism of 
the channel gates. The xs1 and xs2 represent the probability, that specific channel gate is 
open.

The  maximal  conductance  GKs is  mainly  connected  with  the  total  number  of 
channels. When the cells are dissociated during the preparation for path-clamp experiments 
many IKs channels are destroyed. The real number of channels in the cell model has to be 
estimated.  The  estimation  give  rise  to  uncertainties  and  so  value  of  GKs vary  hugely 
depending on the model.

It is supposed an existence of two independent non-identical gates in the current 
O'Hara et  al.  model(14). The gate  xs1 control  the activation.  The gating properties  are 
described by the Equation 2.  The gating of xs2 gate controlling deactivation is  defined 
analogically. 
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dxs1

dt
=

xs1 ,∞ (V m)− xs1(t)
τx , s1(V m)

Equation 2

Where  xs1,∞(Vm) represent  steady-state  probability  of  opening  at  specific 
membrane potential and the τx,s2(Vm) is time constant of the system. 

Figure 6: IKs model - Hodgkin - Huxley type.

In this  figure is  shown the model  of  IKs channel  according to  the model  developed by  
Hodgkin and Huxley. The model contains two gates. The channel is close if at least one of  
the gates is close. The channel is open only when both gates are open. Picture A) shows  
closed  channel.  Picture  B)  shows  channel  being  opening.  Picture  C)  shows  opened  
channel.

Silva and Rudy in Circulation 2005 proposed more detailed description of the 
IKs(22) using Markov chain model. In further study they linked the molecular dynamic and 
electrostatics  to  the  states  of  the  Markov chain  model(57). According  to  the  chemical 
structure there are 4 subunits in the IKs channel. When the channel is closed each subunit 
can be in one of three conformations denoted by R1 (deep closed), R2 (intermediate closed), 
A (activated state). If all the subunits are in the activated state the channel can be opened 
(states O1 and O2). 

Figure  7 shows the abbreviated form of the Markov chain. Each of the subunits 
can  be  in  one  of  three  conformational  states  and can  undergo  to  others  states  with  a 
voltage-dependent transition rates. The subunit in R1 state it can do a transition to R2 with 
the transition rate α. The subunit in R2 state can undergo transition to R1 with the transition 
rate β or the transition to activated state A with the transition rate γ. The transition from the 
state A to R2 is characterized by the transition rate δ. 

If all the subunits are in the activated state A, they can undergo a transition to an 
open  state  O1 with  a  transition  rate  θ.  Unlike  other  voltage -dependent  transition,  this 
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transition  is  voltage-independent.  The  reverse  transition  has  a  transition  rate  η  and  is 
voltage  dependent.  The  transition  to  the  other  open  state  O2 is  characterized  by  the 
transition rate ψ and reverse transition by transition rate ω.  The transition between states 
depend exponentially on the membrane potential. 

Figure 7 Markov chain model of the IKs channel (abbreviated form).

The abbreviated form of the Markov chain model of IKs channel shows the conformational  
changes of each of the four subunits (in lines). 

Table 2 shows the equations describing the transition rates. The multipliers m i are 
positive unit-less number. The exponent parameters pi are in ms-1. The pi of the transition 
leading to open-state is positive while the pi of the transition leading to closed state is 
negative.

α=m1 e
p1 V F

R T β=m2 e
p 2V F

RT
θ=m5

η=m6 e
p5 V F

RT

γ=m3 e
p3 V F

R T δ=m4 e
p1 V F

R T ψ=m7 e
p6 V F

R T ω=m8 e
p7 V F

R T

Table 2: Markov chain transition rates.

The parameters m1-m8 are the multipliers (arbitrary units).  The multipliers are always  
positive. The parameters p1-p7 are the exponents (ms-1). The first two columns show the  
transition rates which leads to open states. The second two columns show the transition  
rates which leads to states R1 of the subunit.

The complete Markov chain structure is shown in Figure 8. It contains 15 closed 
states to account all the combinations of of states on each of four subunits. The first closed 
state C1 is the state where all 4 subunits are in the R1 state. In C2 one of the subunits is in 
the R2 state while other 3 subunits in R1 state. The probability of transition from C1 to C2 is 
4α since there are 4 subunits that can do this transition. 

The channel in state C2 can do the reverse transition to C1 with the probability β 
(only one subunit was in R2 state). The transition to C3 with the probability 3α (subunits 
were in R1 state) or transition to C6 with probability γ (one subunit was in R2 state). The 
transitions from other states are analogous to the described transition from C1 and C2.

The transition in row means the first transition (from R1 to R2) of some of the 
subunit. The transition in column means the second transition (from R2 to A) of some of 
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the subunit. When all subunits are in state A (state C15 in complete model form) they can do 
cooperative voltage-independent transition to open states. 

The states occupancies are described by the ODEs which are shown in Table 3. 

Figure 8: Markov chain model of IKs (complete form).

IKs Markov model contains 15 closed states (from C1 to C15) and two open states (O1 and 
O2). Green Zone 2 represents close states where at least one of the four subunits remains in  
R1 state. Blue Zone 1 represents close states that have complete the first transition for all  
subunits. There are two open states (red).
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dC1

dt
=β⋅C 2−4α⋅C1

dC2

dt
=4α⋅C1+2β⋅C 3+δ⋅C6−(β+3α+γ)⋅C 2

dC3

dt
=3α⋅C 2+3β⋅C4+δ⋅C7−(3β+2α+2 γ)⋅C3

dC4

dt
=2α⋅C 3+4β⋅C5+δ⋅C 8−(3β+α+3 γ)⋅C 4

dC5

dt
=α⋅C 4+δ⋅C9−(4β+4γ)⋅C5

dC6

dt
=β⋅C7+γ⋅C2−(3α+δ)⋅C6

dC7

dt
=3α⋅C6+2β⋅C8+2γ⋅C3+2 γ⋅C10−(β+2α+δ+γ)⋅C7

dC8

dt
=2α⋅C7+2β⋅C9+3γ⋅C4+2δ⋅C11−(2β+α+2γ+δ)⋅C8

dC9

dt
=α⋅C8+2δ⋅C12+4 γ⋅C5−(3β+δ+3 γ)⋅C9

dC10

dt
=β⋅C11+γ⋅C7−(2α+2δ)⋅C 10

dC11

dt
=2α⋅C10+2β⋅C12+2 γ⋅C 8+3δ⋅C13−(β+α+γ+2δ)⋅C11

dC12

dt
=α⋅C 11+3δ⋅C14+3 γ⋅C9−(2β+2δ+2 γ)⋅C12

dC13

dt
=β⋅C14+γ⋅C11−(α+3δ)⋅C 13

dC14

dt
=α⋅C13+4δ⋅C15+2 γ⋅C12−(β+3δ+γ)⋅C14

dC15=γ⋅C14+η⋅O1−(4δ+θ)⋅C15

dO1

dt
=θ⋅C15+ω⋅O 2−(ψ+η)⋅O1

dO2

dt
=ψ⋅O1−ω⋅O2

Table 3: Rate of change equation for state occupancies.

The  equations  describe  the  dynamics  of  state  occupancies  and  their  dependence  on  
transition rates. The C1-15 denote closed states. The O1-2 denote open states.
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1.4 Algorithm for Identification of Model Parameters

Mathematical  models  are  used  in  many  branches  of  science  and  industrial 
application.  Models based upon stiff  ODEs are usual in biology and life sciences.  The 
ODE solvers are part of variety of mathematical tools and programme libraries.

Such  systems  are  described  by  variety  of  independent  parameters.  All  the 
parameters  have  influence  to  the  behaviour  of  the  model.  The  identification  of  model 
parameters is very common but technically challenging and computationally demanding 
task. There is variety of minimum searching methods. Widely used algorithm for nonlinear 
minimum  searching  is  the  Nelder-Mead  simplex  method(23).  This  method  was 
successfully used in previous studies of IKs(4; 22; 61). The method was published in 1965 
by J. A. Nelder and R. Mead. Since then the simplex algorithm was widely used in both 
industry  and  science.  Further  the  method  was  improved(66;  67) to  reach  even  better 
parameter identification.

The algorithm for identification of model parameters could be developed in any 
appropriate  programming  language.  Prepared  libraries  contain  variety  of  mathematical 
operations and other function such as ODE solvers and minimum searching methods which 
can be included to the algorithm.

1.4.1 The Nelder-Mead Simplex Method 

The simplex method for function minimization is an algorithm used to find the 
minimum a function of  n variables.  The method uses a  simplex to  reach compact  and 
computationally effective algorithm. Simplex is a generalization of the notion of triangle or 
tetrahedron to arbitrary dimensions. The simplex is defined by (n+1) vertices which are the 
points  from  n dimensional  parameter  space.  The function  to  minimize  is  denoted  cost 
function.

The algorithm flow is shown in Figure 9. The simplex vertices (P1, P2, …, Pn+1) 
and the cost function value in this points f(Pi) are calculated at the initialization. Then the 
parameters are ordered according to the cost function values at the vertices. The P1 denote 
the point with the lower cost function value (best point). The Pn+1 denote the point with the 
highest cost function value (worst point).

The centroid P is denoted as the centre of gravity of all the points except the worst 
Pn+1. At each iteration the worst point Pn+1 is replaced by a new point. The new point lies 
on the line joining the worst point Pn+1 with the centroid P. There are three operations used 
to obtain the new point – reflection, contraction and expansion.

The first  operation is  the reflection  Pn+1 denoted as  PR and its  coordinates are 
defined by the Equation 3. If the cost function value of the reflected point  f(PR) is better 
than the second worst  f(Pn) but not better than the best  f(P1), than the worst point  Pn+1 is 
substituted by the reflected point PR , and the algorithm starts again with the new simplex.

PR=(1+α)⋅P̄−α⋅Pn+1 Equation 3

PR denotes the reflected point, P is defined as the centroid of all points except the 
worst  Pn+1,  α is a positive constant defined as reflection coefficient.  The  PR  lies on the 
opposite site than the Pn+1 with respect to the centroid point P. 
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If the cost function value of the reflected point  f(PR)  is lower than the  f(P1)  the 
algorithm continue searching another point. This operation is denoted expansion PE and is 
defined by the Equation 4. If the function value of the expanded point f(PE) is less than the 
f(PR) than the worst point  Pn+1 is substituted by the  PE. In the contrary case the  Pn+1 is 
substituted by the reflected point PR . And the algorithm starts again with the new simplex.

PE=γ⋅P R+(1−γ)⋅P̄ Equation 4

PE denotes the expanded point, PR denotes the reflected point, P is defined as the 
centroid of all points except the worst Pn+1, γ is a constant greater than unity denoted as 
expansion coefficient. The PE lies behind the PR and on opposite site than the Pn+1 with 
respect to the centroid point P. 

Figure 9: Flow diagram of the Nelder-Mead simplex method.

If the cost function value of the reflected point  f(PR)  is greater than the second 
worst point cost function value f(Pn) than the algorithm continue searching another point. 
This operation is  denoted contraction  RC and is  defined by the Equation 5.  If  the cost 
function value of the contracted point  f(PC) is lower than the worst point  Pn+1, then this 
point is substituted by the PC, and the algorithm starts again with new simplex.

PC=β⋅Pn+1+(1−β)⋅P̄ Equation 5

PC is denoted the contracted point, P is defined as the centroid of all points except 
the worst Pn+1, β is a positive constant less than 1 defined as contraction coefficient. The PC 
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lies between Pn+1 and the centroid point P. 

If any of this operations does not lead to a better point than the worst point Pn+1 

than all  Pi but the best point are replaced using an operation which is denoted reduction 
defined by the Equation 7, and the algorithm starts again with new simplex.

PS i=P1+σ⋅(P i−P1) for i∈{2,… , n+1} Equation 6

PSi is  the  reduced parameter  Pi,  P1 is  the  best  parameter,  σ is  denoted  shrink 
constant. 

2 Methodology

2.1 Cell Culture

The cell line COS-7 derived from kidney of African green monkey was acquired 
from the American Type Culture Collection. The cell incubation was performed in nutrient 
mixture medium in 5% CO2 atmosphere at physiological temperature (~37ºC). The nutrient 
mixture  contained  Dulbecco's  modified  Eagle's  medium,  10%  fetal  bovine  serum 
supplemented with antibiotics (100 IU/ml penicillin and 100 mg/ml streptomycin; all from 
Gibco, Paisley, UK).

The  pCDNA3.1  KCNQ1-KCNE1 concatemer  with  reporter  plasmid  CD8 was 
introduced into the cell using lipid-based transfection reagent Fugene-6 (Roche Molecular 
Biochemical). Before experimental use cells were exposed to the anti-CD8 antibody as 
described previously(2; 68; 69). 

2.2 Whole Cell Voltage Clamp

The whole cell measurements were performed to investigate the effects of PUFA 
to the IKs. The experiments were done at room temperature (~21-23ºC) under Control and 
in the presence of PUFA conditions. The modulation of IKs by various types of PUFA was 
studied. The experiments were performed under Acute and Chronic defined as 48 hours, of 
exposure to PUFA both at  concentration 20 μmol/l.  The PUFAs EPA and DHA (Sigma 
Chemicals, St.Louis, MO) were dissolved in ethanol (10 mmol/l) and properly protected 
from light and oxidation (nitrogen atmosphere at temperature of -20ºC) as described(6; 7).

Patch pipettes were fabricated from borosilicate glass capillary tubes (Narishige, 
GD-1,  Tokyo,  Japan),  pulled  on  programmable  horizontal  puller  (Sutter  Instruments 
Co.,San  Rafael,  CA)  and  heat-polished  with  microforge  (Narishige).  The  micropipette 
resistance ranged from 1 to 3 MΩ. The micropipette's internal filling solution was of the 
following composition (mmol/l): K-aspartate 80, KCl 50, phosphocreatine 3, KH2 PO4 10, 
MgATP 3, HEPES-K 10, EGTA 5 (pH 7.25 adjusted with KOH). Cells were superfused 
with  the  bath  solution  contained  (mmol/l):  NaCl  130,  KCl  4,  CaCl2  1.8,  MgCl2  1, 
HEPES -Na 10, and glucose 10 (pH 7.40 adjusted with NaOH) . 

The measurements were done using the amphotericin B-perforated patch-clamp 
configuration(3; 49). The currents signals were acquired by an Axopatch 200B amplifier 
(Axon  Instruments,  Foster  City,  CA)(3) using  pClamp  version  9  software  (Axon 
Instruments). Capacitance  series  resistance  errors  were  reduced  with  electronic 
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compensation. Currents were filtered by four-pole Bessel low-pass filter and sampled at 
2 kHz. The stimulation frequency was 0.03 Hz.

To obtain current voltage (I-V) the flowing voltage clamp protocol were used. The 
cells  were  held  at  holding  potential  of  -80  mV for  a  duration  of  25 s.  This  allowed 
complete deactivation of the IKs. After such a conditioning, activation pulse were applied 
from testing potential -80 mV to 60 mV in steps of 10 mV to elicit IKs current traces. These 
measurements  quantified  the  kinetics  of  the  activation  evolution  at  various  different 
potential  values.  The  activation  pulse  was  applied  for  5.5  s  to  reveal  the  complete 
dynamics of IKs activation till up to it saturated at the given voltage. The deactivation of the 
IKs was then quantified by applying a repolarizing current pulse to -40 mV for a duration of 
250 ms. The tail current so elicited quantified the deactivation. The activation duration of 
the multiple traces protocol was 5.5 s. The tail current duration is 250 ms. Current traces 
were registered for Control (n=9), Acute DHA (n=4), Acute EPA (n=5) and Chronic EPA 
(n=4). 

Further,  two  single  traces  experiments  were  performed.  These  measurements 
quantified the very long term evolution of IKs at a high activating voltage. Similar to the 
I- V protocol the holding potential was kept at -80 mV. A single activating potential in 
these single trace experiments was taken to be 60 mV. The testing potential was applied for 
5.5 or 12 s. The tail current was elicited upon return to potential of -40 mV. The shorter 
single trace activation duration was 5.5 s. The tail current duration was 1 s. Current traces 
were recorded for Control (n = 23), Acute DHA (n = 11), Acute EPA (n = 12) and Chronic 
EPA (n  =  4).  The longer  single  trace  activation  duration  was  12.5  s.  The tail  current 
duration was 2 s.  Current  traces were registered for  Control  (n=9),  Acute DHA (n=4), 
Acute EPA (n=5). There was no longer single trace for the Chronic EPA.

The raw numerical data were obtained in Microcal Origin 8.5 format (Microcal 
Software,  Northampton,MA). Time,  applied voltage and measured current  in  each step 
were registered with time step 0.25 ms. The data were exported by Origin to the text file.

2.3 Statistical Analysis and Preprocessing

The experimental data were analysed and processed using computational methods 
developed  in  house.  The  programming  was  carried  out  in  Matlab  (R2009a,  The 
MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts). The capacitive current spikes were removed from the 
traces. About 10 ms of capacitive current were removed in the beginning of the pulse and 
between  the  testing  and  return  potential.  The  experimental  data  sets  were  processed 
separately for Control, Acute DHA, Acute EPA, and Chronic EPA cases. The mean values 
of the raw data were obtained for each time point of the traces.

The leak current was subtracted from the traces. The current value at first time 
point after the step from holding potential to the depolarizing potential (depolarizing step) 
was  subtracted  for  whole  depolarizing  trace.  The  value  at  first  time  point  after  the 
depolarizing step to the testing potential of -40 mV was subtracted from all tail current 
records. The same procedure was applied for all cases with the specific leak current values. 
To our best knowledge there is no other study which subtracted leak current from COS cell 
line based IKs experiments. Thus, gating properties of leak current are not known, the leak 
current was subtracted as a constant at certain potential.
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2.4 Parameter Identification

The Nelder-Mead algorithm for parameter identification was developed using pre-
existing(4) and  newly  developed  codes  in  Matlab.  The  IKs was  simulated  using  the 
biophysically detailed 17 state Markov chain model by Silva and Rudy. The source code of 
the ion current model was obtained from the Rudy laboratory web pages(70).

A stiff  ODE solver,  which  is  implicit  and  recursive  (defined  by  the  function 
'ode23s' in MATLAB), was used to integrate the IKs model. The algorithm uses a variable 
time  step  and  gives  stable  solutions.  Initial  conditions  of  the  ion  current  model  were 
estimated by integrating the non-stimulated model  at  -80 mV for a prolonged duration 
(10000 s) and taking the final values of the state occupancies for initial conditions. Further,  
the system condition that the sum of all state occupancies is 1 was imposed.

The identification of the parameters of the model was done using Nealder-Mead 
algorithm(4; 23). The 15 independent parameters in the IKs model were identified for by the 
algorithm. All model parameters were allowed to be changed simultaneously during the 
algorithm iterations. The value of GKs which is mainly connected with the total number of 
channels was identified in Control case. The GKs was fixed to the control GKs in Acute 
cases. This was based on the assumption that in acute exposure the number of channels 
does not change. The 48 hours lasting exposure to EPA cause alteration of expression of IKs 

channels. The GKs was estimated from the experimental traces in Chronic EPA cases. 

The simplex method is strongly dependent on the initial set of function parameters 
which is used to initialisation of the simplex vertices. The parameter set published by Silva 
and Rudy(22) was used as the initial guess in the identification runs. Since the cells were 
transfected with the gene which encodes human KCNQ1-KCNE1 the used parameter set 
was for human IKs.

All data points of the mean experimental traces were used as a target IKs for the 
parameter identification.  A least  square difference function between the simulation and 
experimental data was used as the cost function. The parameters of the model (Table  2) 
were constrained to have the same sign with respect to the initial  guess. The absolute 
values of the parameters were constrained to be bigger than a small number (~10-10).

The I-V traces were used as a target to obtain a set of parameters which fitted 
more accurately to the experimental data. Only the IKs traces corresponding to test potential 
from 0 to 60 mV was used for the identification. This parameter set was used as the next 
initial guess. Then, a suitable weighting scheme was used to emphasise the importance of 
the relatively little deactivation data and physiologically more important first 500 ms of the 
IKs trace. 10 times more weight was given to every data point of tail current and 5 times 
more weight was given to the first 500 ms. This helped to achieve a better estimation of the 
tail currents and initial depolarizing current. The higher voltage traces were given more 
importance than the lower ones. The higher current traces were given weight 2. The weight 
of lower traces was decreased 0.1 for every 10 mV of testing potential.

Normalized single traces were used to improve the time kinetics of our estimates. 
The normalization was done with respect to the maximum value of current in the multiple 
traces.  The tail  current of short  single trace was used for parameter identification.  The 
longer single trace was used since the time point of 5.5 s. The weight 10 was given to the 
longer single trace.
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The identified Control  parameter  set  was used as initial  guess in Acute DHA, 
Acute  EPA and  Chronic  EPA identification.  The  GKs was  constrained to  the  identified 
Control  GKs in  Acute  cases.  It  was  experimentally  observed  that  the  expression  of 
KCNQ1 - KCNE1 was affected by PUFA(21). Thus the GKs which is mainly linked with 
the total number of channels was identified in the Chronic EPA case.

2.5 AP Simulations

The  identified  IKs models  were  then  inserted  into  three  human  epicardial 
ventricular cell models – Grandi et al. (Grandi et al. 2009)(15), ten Tussher et al. (Tusscher 
et al. 2004)(16), O'Hara et al. (O'Hara et al., 2011)(14). The scaling factor Q10 = 3was used 
to the IKs Markov chain transition rates in order to scale its function from experimental 
temperature (295K) to the physiological temperature (310K)(61; 71–74). The model codes 
were obtained from the CellML(75–77) website (http://www.cellml.org). The Matlab codes 
were processed using CellML tools, i.e. COR(78; 79), to develop MATLAB codes capable 
of simulating APs.

2.6 Computing Resources

The parameter identification was carried out in the laboratory of Dipartimento di 
Elettronica, Informatica, Sistemistica (DEIS), Cesena, Italy. A cluster of 12 PCs (each with 
a single core CPU with speed 1.87 GHz, and running Windows XP and connected to the 
Matlab  licence  server  in  Bologna)  was  used  for  the  identification  runs.  A complete 
parameter identification run took typically 2 days. 3600 computation hours were spent to 
obtain the final results presented in this study for all four cases.

3 Results

3.1 IKs Model Identification Under Control Conditions

The parameter identification of the Markov chain model of the IKs channel(22) 
was performed to reproduce the Control current traces. All the parameters of the model and 
the  maximal  conductance  GKs were  optimized  simultaneously  using  the  Nelder-Mead 
simplex  algorithm.  Whole  experimental  traces  were  used  to  find  appropriate  set  of 
parameters  as  in  preliminary  study(61).  The  initial  guess  for  the  Control  parameter 
identification was the parameter set published for the human ventricle cells(22). 

Further,  the  appropriate  weighting  scheme  was  used  and  the  parameter 
identification  started  again  with  the  previously  identified  parameter  set  as  new  initial 
guess.  This  helped  to  improve  fitting  of  relatively  short  tail  current  and  of  the 
physiologically most important part - first 500 ms of the depolarizing current.

Figure  10 shows the Control  case experimental  data  (top row) and simulation 
(bottom row). Experimental data are shown as average current traces. Simulated current 
traces  visually  overlapped  the  experimental  data.  Column  A)  shows  multiple-traces 
protocol. However, only the current traces for most positive testing potential (0 – 60 mV) 
were used for fitting, the lower current traces fits appropriately.
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Figure 10: Control experimental data and simulation.

The first row shows the experimental data. The second row shows the simulation. Column  
A) shows the I-V multiple traces. Column B) shows shorter single trace. Column C) shows  
longer single pulse.

The short single trace shown in Figure  10 column B) was used to improve the 
model  kinetics  in  deactivation.  There were 2 s  of  tail  current  unlike  in  multiple-traces 
register where only 0.25 s of tail current are available.

The long single traces shown in Figure 10 column C) was used to reveal the slow 
kinetics  of  the  IKs channel  in  12.5 s  long  depolarizing  pulse.  The  second  part  of  the 
depolarizing  current  in  the  12.5 s  long  depolarizing  pulse  (from 5.5 s  to  12.5 s)  gave 
unique  information  which  was  not  unveiled  by  the  shorter  protocols.  The  weighting 
scheme was used to give more importance to this part of depolarizing current. Table 4 (on 
the page 26) shows the identified set of parameters.

3.2 IKs Model Identification Under Acute DHA Conditions

The parameter identification of the Markov chain model of the IKs channel(22) 
was performed to reproduce the Acute DHA experimental traces. All the parameters of the 
model were identified simultaneously using the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm. Whole 
experimental  traces  were  used  to  find  appropriate  set  of  parameters  as  in  preliminary 
study(61). 

The number of IKs channel was not altered by the Acute exposure to DHA. The 
maximal conductance GKs is mainly linked to the number of IKs channels. Thus the GKs was 
fixed to same value as identified in the Control case.

The  identified  Control  parameter  set  was  used  as  the  initial  guess  for  the 
parameter  identification.  With  this  initial  guess  the  algorithm was  not  able  to  identify 
appropriate set of parameters. Further the parameter set was manually changed to obtain 
initial  guess  which  reproduced  better  the  currents  kinetics.  With  this  the  identified 
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parameter set was improved.

Finally,  the  appropriate  weighting  scheme  was  used,  and  the  parameter 
identification  started  again  with  the  previously  identified  parameter  set  as  new  initial 
guess.  This  helped  to  improve  fitting  of  relatively  short  tail  current,  and  of  the 
physiologically most important part - first 500 ms of the depolarizing current. Table 4 (on 
the page 26) shows the identified set of parameters.

Figure 11 shows the Acute DHA current traces. The experimental data are shown 
as average current traces in the top row. The simulation is shown in the bottom row. The 
simulated  current  traces  fits  appropriately  to  the  experimental  data.  Column A) shows 
multiple-traces  protocol.  However,  only  the  current  traces  for  most  positive  testing 
potential (0 – 60 mV) were used for fitting, the lower current traces fits appropriately.

Figure 11: Acute DHA experimental data and simulation.

The first row shows the experimental data. The second row shows the simulation. Column  
A) shows the I-V traces. Column B) shows 5.5 s long single depolarizing trace. Column C)  
shows 12.5 s long depolarizing pulse.

The short single trace shown in Figure  11 column B) was used for improve the 
model  kinetics  in  deactivation.  There  are  2 s  of  tail  current  unlike  in  multiple-traces 
register where only 0.25 s of tail current are available.

The long single trace Figure 11 column C) was used to reveal the slow kinetics of 
the  IKs channel  in  12.5 s  long  depolarizing  pulse.  The second part  of  the  depolarizing 
current in the 12.5 s long depolarizing pulse (from 5.5 s to 12.5 s) gave unique information 
which was not unveiled by the shorter protocols. The weighting scheme was used to give 
more importance to this part of depolarizing current.

The maximum currents in Acute DHA experiments were increased with respect to 
the Control traces. The activation kinetics was slower. The steady-state current failed to 
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show saturation even in the long depolarizing pulse (12.5 s) at testing potential of +60 mV. 
The deactivation was faster than in Control. 

3.3 IKs Model Identification Under Acute EPA Conditions

The parameter identification of the Markov chain model of the IKs channel(22) 
was performed to reproduce the Acute EPA experimental traces. All the parameters of the 
model were identified simultaneously using the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm. Whole 
experimental  traces  were  used  to  find  appropriate  set  of  parameters  as  in  preliminary 
study(61). 

The number of IKs channel was not altered by the Acute exposure to EPA. The 
maximal conductance GKs is mainly linked to the number of IKs channels. Thus the GKs was 
fixed to same value as identified in the Control case.

The  identified  Control  parameter  set  was  used  as  the  initial  guess  for  the 
parameter  identification.  With  this  initial  guess  the  algorithm was  not  able  to  identify 
appropriate set of parameters. Further the parameter set was manually changed to obtain 
initial  guess  which  reproduced  better  the  currents  kinetics.  With  this  the  identified 
parameter set was improved.

Finally,  the  appropriate  weighting  scheme  was  used,  and  the  parameter 
identification  started  again  with  the  previously  identified  parameter  set  as  new  initial 
guess.  This  helped  to  improve  fitting  of  relatively  short  tail  current,  and  of  the 
physiologically most important part - first 500 ms of the depolarizing current. Table 4 (on 
the page 26) shows the identified set of parameters.

Figure 12 shows the Acute EPA current traces. The experimental data are shown 
as average current traces in the top row. The simulation is shown in the bottom row. The 
simulated  current  traces  fits  appropriately  to  the  experimental  data.  Column A) shows 
multiple-traces  protocol.  However,  only  the  current  traces  for  most  positive  testing 
potential (0 – 60 mV) were used for fitting, the lower current traces fits appropriately.

The short single trace shown in Figure  12 column B) was used for improve the 
model  kinetics  in  deactivation.  There  are  2 s  of  tail  current  unlike  in  multiple-traces 
register where only 0.25 s of tail current are available.

The long single trace Figure 12 column C) was used to reveal the slow kinetics of 
the  IKs channel  in  12.5 s  long  depolarizing  pulse.  The second part  of  the  depolarizing 
current in the 12.5 s long depolarizing pulse (from 5.5 s to 12.5 s) gave unique information 
which was not unveiled by the shorter protocols. The weighting scheme was used to give 
more importance to this part of depolarizing current.

The maximum currents in Acute EPA experiments were increased with respect to 
the Control traces. The activation kinetics was slower. The steady-state current failed to 
show saturation even in the long depolarizing pulse (12.5 s) at testing potential of +60 mV. 
The deactivation was faster than in Control. 
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Figure 12: Acute EPA experimental data and simulation.

The first row shows the experimental data. The second row shows the simulation. Column  
A) shows the I-V traces. Column B) shows 5.5 s long single depolarizing trace. Column C)  
shows 12.5 s long depolarizing pulse.

3.4 IKs Model Identification Under Chronic 48-Hours Lasting EPA 
Conditions

The Markov chain model of the IKs channel(22) optimization was performed to 
reproduce  the  Chronic  EPA current  traces.  All  the  parameters  of  the  model  and  the 
maximal conductance GKs were optimized simultaneously using the Nelder-Mead simplex 
algorithm. Whole experimental traces were used to find appropriate set of parameters as in 
preliminary study(61). 

The  identified  Control  parameter  set  was  used  as  the  initial  guess  for  the 
parameter  identification.  The chronic  application  of  PUFA decreases  the  expression  of 
KCNQ1(21). Thus the GKs was identified from experimental traces. Further the appropriate 
weighting  scheme  was  used  and  the  parameter  identification  started  again  with  the 
previously identified parameter set as new initial guess. This helped to improve fitting of 
relatively short tail current and of the physiologically most important part - first 500 ms of 
the depolarizing current. Unlike the Acute cases no manual tuning of the parameters was 
needed to obtain satisfying parameter set.

Figure 13 shows the Chronic EPA current traces. The experimental data are shown 
as average current traces in the top row. The simulation is shown in the bottom row. The 
simulated  current  traces  fits  appropriately  to  the  experimental  data.  Column A) shows 
multiple-traces  protocol.  However,  only  the  current  traces  for  most  positive  testing 
potential (0 – 60 mV) were used for fitting, the lower current traces fits appropriately.

The short single trace shown in Figure  13 column B) was used for improve the 
model  kinetics  in  deactivation.  There  are  2 s  of  tail  current  unlike  in  multiple-traces 
register where only 0.25 s of tail  current are available.  The 12.5 s single trace was not 
available for the Chronic EPA case.
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The first row shows the experimental data. The second row shows the simulation. Column  
A) shows the I-V traces. Column B) shows short depolarizing pulse.

The maximal  current  was decreased with respect  to  Control.  The depolarizing 
current kinetics was comparable with the Control case. The repolarization was faster than 
in Control. The identified GKs decreased about 20% with respect to Control GKs. The result 
which is consistent with the experimental observation. Table 4 (on the page 26) shows the 
identified set of parameters.

3.5 Model Based Analysis of IKs Gating Properties

The IKs channel simulation was performed using the IKs Markov chain model(22). 
The parameters were constrained to have the same sign as in the published model. All the 
parameters  of  the  model  were  optimized.  The  model  parameters  were  identified  as 
described in previous chapters. The experimental recordings can not be simulated by the 
parameters published previous simulation studies(4; 22; 61). The identified parameter set 
based gave consistent results. The identified model parameters are shown in Table 4.

With the contribution of these parameters are described the gating properties of 
the model. The mathematical equation of the transition rates are shown in Table 2 on the 
page  12.  In  the chapter  1.3 is  detailed description  of  the model.  Figure  14 shows the 
transition rates of the model in all cases. 
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Silva, Rudy 
parameters

Control Acute DHA Acute EPA Chronic EPA

m1 3.98·10-4 1.97·10-5 6.12·10-5 3.53·10-5 3.04·10-5

p1 0.36 7.57·10-7 6.53·10-7 1.00·10-8 6.33·10-7

m2 5.74·10-5 5.35·10-6 8.31·10-6 1.50·10-5 1.04·10-5

p2 -9.23·10-2 -1.00·10-8 -0.11 -3.80·10-2 -4.37·10-7

m3 3.41·10-3 2.29·10-3 7.62·10-4 7.95·10-4 2.14·10-3

p3 0.87 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.71

m4 1.20·10-3 2.91·10-3 3.88·10-4 2.93·10-4 1.70·10-3

p4 -0.33 -3.98·10-3 -7.58·10-8 -6.13·10-6 -6.37·10-6

m5 6.47·10-3 6.03·10-3 2.13·10-2 1.34·10-2 1.86·10-3

m6 1.25·10-2 4.91·10-3 0.12 6.62·10-2 2.71·10-3

p5 -0.48 -0.53 -0.83 -0.87 -0.67

m7 6.33·10-3 8.47·10-2 4.93·10-2 7.72·10-2 6.95·10-2

p6 1.27 4.82·10-6 3.52·10-2 1.67·10-4 1.16·10-8

m8 4.91·10-3 3.23·10-2 1.15·10-2 9.98·10-3 7.20·10-2

p7 -0.68 -2.12·10-8 -1.10·10-7 -5.10·10-7 -1.00·10-8

GKs 79.80 65.00 65.00 65.00 43.00

Table 4: Identified parameters for Control, and all PUFA cases.

Parameters pi are in ms-1. Parameters mi have arbitrary  units. GKs is in nS. In the first  
column are shown the Silva and Rudy parameters. This parameters were used as the initial  
guess  for  the  parameter  identification  in  the  Control  case.  The  second column shows  
identified set of parameters in Control case. This set of parameters was used as the initial  
guess in the parameter identification of the rest of the cases. Identified parameter set for  
Acute DHA is shown in third column. Identified parameter set for Acute EPA is shown in  
column four. Identified parameter set for Chronic EPA is shown in the last column.
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Figure 14: Transition rates of the 17 states Markovian model.

Row A shows α (left) and β (right). Row B shows γ (left) and δ (right). Row C shows θ (left)  
and η (right). Row D shows ψ (left) and ω (right). Blue line denotes original Control data  
transition rates. Black line denotes Acute DHA transition rates. Red lines denote Acute  
EPA transition rates. Green lines denote Chronic EPA transition rates. The same colour  
scheme is used in all panels.

It should be noted that transition rates in both Acute cases and in Control and 
Chronic cases shows similar features as seen in β, γ, δ, ω. Interestingly the parameters α, δ 
and  ω  seems  to  be  approximately  voltage-independent  in  all  cases  as  was  previously 
described only for θ(80). The voltage-independency is also evident in Control and Chronic 
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β and Ψ transition rates. 

Figure 15 describe the dynamic evolution of model state occupancy during both 
single traces protocols.  The model state  occupancy is  defined as the ratio between the 
number of channel in a state and total number of channels. Zone 2 kinetics was slower than 
in the previous studies due to reduced transition rates α and β. During the depolarization 
the channel moves rapidly from the Zone 1 states to the open states. The channel in Zone 2 
moves slowly to the Zone 1. 

Figure 15: Markov chain state occupancy in single traces.

The top row shows the 5.5 s depolarizing trace. The bottom row shows 12.5 s depolarizing  
trace. Column A shows the Zone 2 (deep close) states occupancy. Column B shows Zone 1  
(superficially  closed)  states  occupancy.  Blue  lines  denotes  Control  data.  Black  lines  
denotes Acute DHA. Red lines denote Acute EPA. Green lines denote Chronic EPA. The  
same colour scheme is used in all panels.

The effects of PUFAs were analysed in the steady-state condition. The IKs model 
was held on potentials from -80 to 60 mV in steps of 20 mV for 1000 s. This allowed the 
stabilization of the model. Then the state occupancy was calculated for Zone 2, Zone 1 and 
Open states. The results are shown in Figure 16.

In the potential  of -80 mV all  the channels resided in closed states. Up to the 
potential of -40 mV the states-occupancies were minimally affected. The Zone 1 remained 
almost  unchanged  till  0 mV,  while  the  Zone  2  occupancy  decreased  and  Open-state 
occupancy  increased.  At  higher  potentials  the  Open-state  occupancy  increased  while 
Zone 1  and Zone 2  states-occupancies  kept  decreasing.  At  the  potential  of  60 mV the 
majority of the channel resided in the Open-state and only minimally in the Zone 2 states.
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Figure 16: Steady-state distribution of model states occupancy at selected voltages. 

The voltage is in the title in each panel. Zone 2 represent the deep closed states. Zone 1  
represent the states close to Open-state. State occupancy is the ratio between number of  
channels in the state and total number of channel. Blue bar denotes Control data, black  
bar denotes Acute DHA. Red bar denotes Acute EPA and green bar denotes Chronic EPA  
in all panels. 

As compared to the single trace occupancy Figure  15. In Control and both EPA 
cases more than 50% of channels resided in deep closed states. This is visible also after 
5.5 s of depolarizing pulse to the test potential of +60 mV. The transition from the Zone 2 
has very slow kinetics causing big closed states reserve. The accumulation of channels 
residing in Zone 2 explain the fact that even after 12.5 s depolarizing pulse the experiments 
failed to show clear-cut saturation as observed in majority of the cases. 

Figure 17 shows the steady-state states-occupancies. As in previous model-based 
experiment  the  steady-state  was  simulated  at  each  holding  potential  for  a  duration  of 
1000 s.  The  model  was  held  on  potential  ranging  from -80 mV to  60 mV in  steps  of 
2.5 mV. 

The Zone 2 occupancy monotonically decreased with the increasing potentials. 
While at potential of -80 mV more than 50% of the channels resided in Zone 2 in majority 
of the cases, at potential of 60 mV the number of channels in Zone 2 was minimal. Acute 
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DHA showed the lowest Zone 2 occupancy. 

Figure 17: Steady-state Markov chain states occupancy.

Panel A shows Zone 2 occupancy. Panel B shows Zone 1 occupancy. Panel C shows Open  
states occupancy. Blue lines denotes Control data. Black line denotes Acute DHA. Red  
lines denotes Acute EPA. Green lines denotes Chronic EPA case. The same colour scheme  
is  used  in  all  panels.  Steady  state  was  simulated  for  1000 s  for  each  potential.  State  
occupancy  is  the  ratio  between  number  of  channel  in  the  state  and  total  number  of  
channels.

The  evolution  of  steady-state  occupancy  in  Zone  1  was  not  monotonic.  The 
maximum of Zone 1 occupancy was at -20 mV in Control, Acute DHA and Acute EPA 
cases and at 5 mV at Chronic DHA. The Acute DHA showed the highest Zone 1 occupancy 
compared to the other cases. The occupancy of the other cases resided about 40% at the 
potential of -80 mV and at the potential of 60 mV it was about 15%.

The Open-states occupancy had monotonically increasing tendency. The gain of 
function of IKs due to PUFA is apparent from the increased Open-state occupancy in all 
PUFA cases.

3.6 Simulation of Altered AP Due to IKs Changes: Effects of PUFA

The  effects  of  PUFA on  human  ventricle  AP and  IKs was  analysed  based  on 
computational  cell  models.  Three  human  ventricle  epicardial  cell  models  were 
used – Grandi et al.(15), ten Tussher et al.(16), O'Hara et al.(14). The Markov chain model 
was implemented with the appropriate parameter set for each case. Figure  18 shows AP 
simulation and IKs.

The characteristic features of AP were analysed on the 11 th AP and IKs profile. 
When no stimulus is applied than the cell potential tends to equilibrate with the resting 
membrane potential (RMP). The overshoot correspond to the maximal value of AP. The 
amplitude of AP is  the sum of RMP and overshoot.  The APD90 is  defined as the time 
duration of AP since the beginning of depolarization until the potential is repolarized 90% 
of AP amplitude. The APD50 is defined as the time duration of AP since the beginning of 
depolarization until the potential polarize back 50% of AP amplitude. The maximal speed 
of the depolarization is calculated as maximum of the derivation dV/dt. This correspond to 
the maximum slope of AP.
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Figure 18: AP simulation results and model restitution.

Panels A, B and C shows simulated 11th APs (top chart) and IKs (bottom chart). A) ten  
Tusscher et al. B) Grandi et al. C) O'Hara et al. Panel D) shows the O'Hara et al. model  
restitution for cycle length (CL) ranging from 300 to 2000. To allow complete stabilization  
of the model, the simulation was performed for 300 impulses. Blue line denotes control  
Markov chain model. Black line denotes Acute DHA. Red line denotes Acute EPA. Green  
line denotes Chronic EPA.

Q10 scaling  factor  was  used  in  order  to  scale  the  IKs from  the  experimental 
temperature (295 K) to the physiological temperature (310 K). The literature suggested Q10 

ranging from 2 to 5(71–74). Finally, the Q10 = 3 was chosen as in previous IKs study(61). 
The identified GKs in MC was scaled to reproduce the basal model AP profiles. The same 
GKs was used to simulate Acute and Chronic AP. 

Ventricle epicardial cell AP simulation were done with implementation of Control, 
Acute DHA, Acute EPA and Chronic EPA identified parameters and then compared. AP 
was simulated with initial condition from basal model  at cycle length (CL) 1 s. The MC 
initial condition were simulated as steady-state condition at membrane potential -80mV. 
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The  measurements  of  AP  features  were  done  on  11th AP.  This  allowed  complete 
stabilization of the model.

Figure 18 panel A shows AP and IKs simulation with ten Tussher et al. model(16). 
The IKs is the major repolarizing current in this model. The absolute difference between 
longest and shortest APD was 50 ms. The Acute EPA increased the IKs and cause APD 
shortening.  The  Acute  DHA increased  slightly  the  IKs and  caused  insignificant  APD 
shortening. The Chronic EPA decreased the IKs and caused APD prolongation. The Action 
PUFA caused the kinetics acceleration while in Control and Chronic case the onset had 
slower kinetic. The modelled RMP, overshoot and dV/dt was not influenced by the PUFA. 
In Table 5 are the characteristic feature of AP and the maximum IKs.

APD90 

(ms)
APD50 

(ms)
RMP 
(mV)

Overshoot 
(mV)

dV/dt max 
(mV/ms)

IKs max 
(pA)

Control 282.19 235.08 -86.36 59.63 347.26 367.84

Acute DHA 279.36 229.15 -86.36 59.55 347.15 418.97

Acute EPA 261.48 214.82 -86.36 59.44 346.90 490.55

Chronic EPA 308.13 257.75 -86.36 59.75 347.50 242.40

Table 5: AP characteristic features and maximal IKs - ten Tusscher et al. model.

Figure 18 panel B shows AP and IKs simulation with the Grandi et al. model(15). 
The total amount of the IKs in this model is two orders lower than in ten Tusscher et al. 
model. For this reason the model was not sensitive to the PUFA induced IKs changes. In 
Table 6 are shown the characteristic feature of AP elicited by this model. 

APD90 (ms) APD50 (ms) RMP (mV) Overshoot 
(mV)

dV/dt max 
(mV/ms)

252.63 204.95 -80.98 46.85 459.80

Table 6: AP characteristic feature - Grandi et al. model.

The last model where the IKs was included was the O'Hara et al. model(14). This 
model offered compromise in the amount of IKs between ten Tusscher et al.  model and 
Grandi et al.. The IKs current was ten times lower than IKr in this model. The results of the 
simulation with the O'Hara et al. model were shown in Figure 18 panel C. Table 7 shows 
the characteristic features of AP and maximum IKs.

The IKs seem to be equally increased in the O'Hara et al. model as in ten Tusscher 
et  al.  model.  Both  acute  cases  increased  IKs current  and  caused  APD  shortening. 
Interestingly, the Acute DHA has not cause significant change in APD in the ten Tusscher 
et al. model. The Chronic EPA decreased IKs and caused APD prolongation. The Action 
PUFA caused the kinetics acceleration while in Control and Chronic case the onset had 
slower kinetic. The RMP, overshoot and dV/dt is not influenced by the PUFA in the model.
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APD90 

(ms)
APD50 

(ms)
RMP 
(mV)

Overshoot 
(mV)

dV/dt max 
(mV/ms)

IKs max 
(pA)

Control 241.87 196.87 -87.98 38.67 192.27 90.63

Acute DHA 237.01 194.01 -87.97 38.47 191.99 110.33

Acute EPA 234.20 191.20 -87.97 38.34 191.81 125.34

Chronic EPA 246.62 201.62 -87.97 38.65 192.28 59.30

Table 7: AP characteristic features and maximal IKs - O'Hara et al. model.

Figure 18 panel D shows APD90 restitution in O'Hara et al. model. CL was ranging 
from 300 to 2000 ms in variable step. The simulation was performed for 300 impulses. 
This allowed complete stabilization of the model. 

The APD90 was shorten in faster pacing frequency (shorter CL) in all cases. The 
Control APD90 was very similar to Chronic APD90 at CL = 300 ms while at CL = 2 s the 
Control APD90 was closer to Acute EPA and Acute DHA APD90. The Acute cases had the 
same APD90 at slower pacing frequency CL = 2 s

4 Conclusions

The presented study results described IKs gating properties in kidney-derivated cell 
line  of  African  green  monkey  transfected  with  human  gene  coding  KCNE1 - KCNQ1 
protein which is known as IKs channel. The PUFA induced modulation to the IKs channel 
and simulation of effects on human ventricle cell AP were described in this study. 

The presented study results showed that the effects of PUFA on the human IKs vary 
depending on the  exposure duration.  Effects  of  PUFA were  reproduced by the  model. 
Acute action of PUFA augment IKs and was a factor reducing APD. Chronic action had 
contrary effect due to slowing down the expression of the KCNE1 - KCNQ1.

The acute action slowed down the IKs kinetics in depolarization and speed up the 
inactivation kinetics. Chronic EPA does not caused significant kinetics change. The total 
amount of IKs current in Chronic EPA case was decreased.

Cardiac cell models predicted 2% AP shortening in both ten Tusscher at al. model 
and O'Hara et al. model due to Acute DHA induced modulation of IKs. Ten Tusscher et al. 
model predicted 3% AP shortening and O'Hara et al. model predicted 8% AP shortening 
due to Acute EPA induced modulation of IKs. Ten Tussher at al. model predicted 8% AP 
prolongation and O'Hara et al. model predicted 2% AP prolongation due to Chronic EPA 
induced modulation of IKs.

The O'Hara et al. model predicted 22% increase, 39% increase and 35% decrease 
of IKs amplitude in Acute DHA, Acute EPA and Chronic EPA case respectively. The ten 
Tusscher model predicted 14% increase, 33% increase and 35% decrease in Acute DHA, 
Acute EPA and Chronic EPA case respectively.

Results were consistent with previous studies which suggested pro-arrhythmic as 
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well  as antiarrhythmic consequences.  Thus,  the impact  of fish oil  to  each patient  may 
depend on specific pathophysiological setting.

The results confirm that the full complexity of IKs kinetics can be simulated by the 
Markovian model proposed by Silva and Rudy(22). The appropriate set of parameters was 
identified for each experimental data set. The approach of fitting to the whole experimental 
traces was more appropriate than the estimation by Boltzmann fitting due to absence of 
clear-cut saturation.

The parameter  identification  cost  is  computationally  very  intensive  task.  3600 
computation  hours  were  spent  on  a  12  PC  distributed  cluster.  Manage  all  necessary 
simulations was time demanding even with highly automated algorithm which was used 
for this  study.  Dedicated computers  are  required for  the studies  rather  than distributed 
environment.

4.1 Study Limitations

This study has several limitations worth to notice. The identified parameters sets 
are not necessary unique while based on good fit. The simplex algorithm is dependent on 
initial  guess and may lead to a local minimum. An alternative parameters sets  may be 
identified with similar fit to experimental data.

AP results were simulating only the effects of PUFA on IKs. The computational 
simulation of cell electrophysiology was limited due to difficulty of validation in human 
ventricular cells which is not currently possible. Further the results of AP simulation were 
highly model-dependent due to ongoing debate about reliability of single cell measurement 
of IKs in  human cardiomyocytes.  The Grandi  at  al.(15) shows very small  IKs while  ten 
Tusscher at al.(16) and O'Hara et al.(14) supposed that IKs channels are disrupted during 
cell isolation. 

4.2 Proposal of Activities

PUFA has an effect on many cardiac channels. This study investigate only the 
effects on IKs. The description of the electrophysiological effects of PUFA can be done only 
if the action on the other cardiac channels is known. The next goal should be investigate 
the effects on the other cardiac channels which action is modulated by PUFA. The effects 
on IKr, INa, ICaL, IK1 should be studied in the first stage. The fitting could be done by the 
developed algorithm using Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm. Whole current traces would be 
used as a target function for the parameters identification. 

Further, the Ca+2 handling which is connected with the contraction is modulated 
by PUFA. The excitation-contraction coupling is supposed to be changed by PUFA. The 
model of PUFA effects on the contraction can help to understand the beneficial effects of 
diet rich on fish.

The experiments done in the final stage of development of the model of PUFA 
induced changes to the human ventricle cells should be performed in native cells rather 
than cultured cells. This helps to uncover specific features which could be not present in 
cultured cells experiment.

The IKs channel  gating properties  may be influenced by compounds which are 
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present in the organism in physiological condition. The effect of PUFA may be altered by 
such compounds. The  β-adrenergic  modulation of IKs channel was described in previous 
studies(4).  The incorporation  of  both  PUFA and  β-adrenergic  modulation  may provide 
clues about the real effects of PUFA on IKs channel.

The  mutations  of  gene  coding  KCNQ1  (α-subunit  of IKs channel)  have  been 
implicated in familial atrial fibrillation(61). Such mutations may lead to decrease of IKs and 
development  of  life-threatening  arrhythmias.  The  investigation  of  effects  of  PUFA on 
mutated IKs channel may help to treat this hereditary illness.

The leak current was subtracted as a constant for each potential yet it may have 
specific gating properties. Further leak current gating properties should be investigated.

The algorithm for parameter identification was done as an serial programme using 
only  one  CPU  core  for  each  run.  The  parameter  identification  resulted  highly  time 
demanding  task.  The  code  improvement  would  speed  up  the  process  of  parameter 
estimation.  The  programme  parallelization  and  using  of  dedicated  clusters  or  high 
performance computing (HPC) is necessary. Moreover, further algorithm for conclusive 
unique identification of parameters needs to be developed.
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